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INTRODUCTION
The issue of coronary heart disease is one of the most 
important medical problems in the world (heart attack 
aka myocardial infarction, coronary heart disease, angina 
pectoris) [1, 2, 3, 4]. In acute myocardial infarction (AMI), 
unlike other cardiovascular diseases, timely pre-hospital 
and emergency treatment ensures successful recovery 
of the patient and a better prognosis. Ignoring of these 
principles can leads to increasing of mortality rates, even 
among young people [5, 6].

After conducting of reperfusion therapy, it is important to 
identify patients at high risk for further cardiac events, such 
as re-infarction or death, and make intervention to prevent 
such complications [7]. As the risk of adverse events decreas-
es over time, an early assessment of the risks is necessary. 
The assessment of the size of the infarct area and function 
of the left ventricle at rest, as a rule, by the method of echo-
cardiography, should be done before discharge of the patient 
from the hospital [8, 9]. The timing of follow-up will depend 
on whether the treatment was performed and whether the 
angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) 
were successful. Assessment of ischemia risk prior to hospital 
discharge has become less important, due to the increased 

use of primary PCI, which makes it possible to assume that 
infarct-dependent coronary lesions have been treated and 
stabilized, and the presence or absence of significant lesions 
in other arteries has been evaluated. 

Several parameter-based risk assessment scales have been 
developed and put into practice that allow one to easily 
identify the risk in the acute phase before reperfusion [10, 
11, 12].  High-risk clinical indicators in the acute phase 
include older age, tachycardia and tachyarrhythmia, hypo-
tension, more than 1 score in Killip-Kimball scale, anterior 
infarction, history of heart attack, elevated serum creati-
nine and heart failure.  Malignant arrhythmia, persistent 
chest pain, and early angina with minimal physical activity 
are considered to be poor results of treatment [13, 14, 15].

The recommendations of the Association of Cardiologists 
of Ukraine regarding the management of patients with 
acute coronary syndrome with ST segment elevation are of 
great help in the practice of dealing with such patients [16].

THE AIM
The aim of our study was to identify the main risk factors 
for the occurrence of early complications of acute myocar-
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dial infarction after cardio-interventional treatment and to 
evaluate prognostic risk indicators.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Risk factors of myocardial infarction were determined by copy-
ing the case history data and calculating on their basis of the 
odds ratio. To achieve this goal, we calculated the next indexes: 
odds ratios (OR) and ±95% confidence interval (95% CI).

The coefficient of OR was calculated by the formula: 
In this formula: a – the number of patients with complica-

tions of AMI in the presence of a risk factor; b – the number 
of patients without the complication of AMI in the presence 
of a risk factor; c – number of patients with complications of 
AMI in the absence of a risk factor; d – number of patients 
without complication of AMI in the absence of risk factor.

The following complications of AIM that occurred 
during cardio-intervention treatment were considered:
•  aortic aneurysm;
•  arrhythmia;
•  reduction of blood fraction;
•  cardiogenic shock;
•  pulmonary edema.

To identify significant risk factors, there is 17 prognostic 
variables were considered, and all these variables are related 
to the identification of risk factors for early complications 
of AMI after cardio-intervention treatment (Table I).

After determining of the odds ratio for prognostic vari-
ables, we made a prediction of the risk of early complications 
of AMI with cardiovascular intervention.  This risk was 
calculated using a Cox regression that took into account 
the patient’s transportation time by ambulance. The object 
of observation is a patient with AMI who has been delivered 
to a tertiary level of healthcare system. The determination 
of the predicted risk of early complications of AMI with 
cardiovascular intervention, lasting up to 10 – 20 minutes, 
was estimated by Cox regression as an influence on this risk 
of independent variables (predictors). For this study, those 
predictors that were found to be significant in the odds ratio 
study were selected. Risk is defined as a function of time. The 
risk of an event occurring for an object is given as a formula: 

hi (t) = h0 (t) exp (β1Xi1 + β2Xi2 + ... + βpXip) 
In this formula: hі (t) – basic risk that is the same for 

all entities; β1, ..., βp – coefficients; X1, ..., Xp – independent 
variables, predictors. 

Base risk – ho (t) – is the risk of an event occurring for 
an object in the reference group (with all independent vari-
ables X1, ..., Xp being equal zero). Statistical analysis of the 
results of the study was performed using statistical analysis 
methods implemented in the SPSS 6.1 software package.

The result of treatment by the method of cardio-inter-
vention was determined by the presence of complication or 
improvement of the patient’s condition. The following factors 
that could affect the completion of treatment were considered:
1. Natural and climatic genesis: 
•  Seasonality
2. Medical and demographic genesis:
•  Place of residence
•  Gender 
3. Organizational genesis:
•  Carrying out a troponin test
•  The time of arrival of emergency medical care and 

conducting of ECG
•  The time of arrival of the patient in the reception de-

partment from the conducting of ECG
•  Thrombolytic therapy at the pre-hospital stage
•  The start time of the PCI from the conducting of ECG

Fig. 1. Distribution of patients according to the results of cardio-
interventional treatment.

Table 1. Prognostic variables associated with risk factors for early complications of AMI after cardio-intervention treatment
Prognostic variables Prognostic variables Prognostic variables

Age Body mass index ECG diagnosis

Gender Smoking Codes of AMI (IDC-10)

Place of residence Increase in blood pressure The onset of symptoms before the 
emergency call (more than 120 minutes)

Season Pain in the heart Emergency arrival time (more than 10 min 
in Poltava)

Complications The concomitant renal pathology The start time of the PCI from the moment 
of the ECG

Death Diabetes mellitus
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•  The type of PCI
4. Medical genesis:
•  ECG diagnosis (STEMI/NSTEMI)
•  Diabetes mellitus
•  The concomitant renal pathology

•  Smoking
•  Increasing of BMI

RESULTS
In determining the consequences of cardio-intervention 

Table 2. Distribution of patients by risk factors according to the complication after cardiac intervention

Risk factor

Patients with 
complications

abs. (%)
n=85 (36,8)

Patients with 
improvement

abs. (%)
n=146 (63,2)

Odds ratio
(95% CI) p

Winter 0  
(0%)

88  
(29,7%) - -

Spring 20  
(11,8%)

58  
(19,1%)

1,780 
(0,818 – 3,874) 0,197

Summer 100  
(58,8%)

44  
(14,9%)

8,052
(4,305 – 0,232) 0,001

Autumn 50  
(29,4%)

106  
(36,3%)

1,368
(0,769 – 5,062з) 0,315

Man 112  
(65,9%)

222  
(75,0%)

0,655
(0,426 – 0,972) 0,024

Age 19-49 years 54  
(26,7)

63  
(23,9)

0,918
(0,452 – 1,865) 0,856

Age 50-69 years 87  
(43,1)

139  
(52,8)

1,676
(0,964 – 2,913) 0,088

Age over 70 years 61  
(30,2)

61 
(23,2)

0,508
(0,261 – 0,987) 0,050

Place of residence: Poltava 100  
(49,4%)

132  
(50,7%) 0,950

(0,557 – 1,622) 0,892
Place of residence: another region 101  

(50,6%)
130  

(49,3%)

DS: Subsequent myocardial infarction  
of unspecified site

37  
(8,6)

35  
(13,1%)

2,15
(1,224 – 5,183) 0,014

Time from the onset of symptoms to  
a emergency call (more than 120 minutes)

36  
(7,8)

66  
(14,3)

1,107 
(0,578 – 2,119) 0,870

Emergency arrival time  
(up to 10 minutes in Poltava, up to 20 minutes in regions)

123
(26,4)

153
(32,9)

0,453
(0,255 – 0,806) 0,008

Start time of PCI after ECG withdrawal  
(more than 120 minutes)

68
(14,7)

78
(16,7)

1,721
(1,000 – 2,959) 0,056

DS: STEMI 8  
(1,7%)

30 
(6,4%) 2,284

(1,022 – 5,103) 0,027
DS: NSTEMI 162  

(34,8)
266  

(57,1)

Diabetes mellitus 149  
(32,0)

23  
(4,9)

84,2  
(45,1-157,2) 0,001

Renal pathology 74  
(15,9)

40  
(8,6)

4,93  
(3,144-7,741) 0,001

Smoking 84 (18,0) 14  
(3,0)

19,674  
(10,6-36,4) 0,001

High BMI 116
(24,9)

22
(4,7)

26,754
(15,572-45,96) 0,001

Stenting 78
(91,8%)

130
(89,0%)

1,371
(0,540 – 3,481) 0,650

Conservative treatment 7
(8,2%)

16
(11,0%)

1,371
(0,540 – 3,481) 0,650
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factors such as aneurysm, arrhythmia, reducing the ejection 
fraction of the heart, cardiogenic shock, and pulmonary ede-
ma were considered. Most of the patients noted improving 
health – 148 (60,7%). After conducting of cardio-interven-
tion treatment there is 85 (34,8%) patients with different 
complications: one complication was 46 (18,9%), combined 
complication – 37 (15,2%), the patient died – 10 (4.1%) (Fig.1).

The next step in our study was a two-dimensional analysis, 
which was performed using tables of conjunction and odds 
ratio.  The chance of getting complications after cardiovascular 
intervention increases 8.0 times in the summer: OR is 8,052 
(95% CI 4,305 – 0,232), p<0,001 (Table II). Significant asso-
ciations were obtained between the age of the patient and the 
number of complications. Analyzing the relationship between 
the risk of complications of cardio-interventional intervention 
and the gender of the patient, it was found that men had a 
35% lower risk of complications of cardio-interventional 
manipulations (OR is 0,655 (95% CI 0,426 – 0,972), р=0,024. 

In people over 70, the chances of getting complications are 
reduced by 50%: OR is 0,508 (95% CI 0,261 – 0,987), р=0,050. 
Investigating the relationship between the risk of complica-
tions and the place of residence (Poltava, districts), no reliable 
correlation was found. It is revealed that such diagnosis as 
recurrent myocardial infarction of another specified local-
ization (code according to IHD – 122.8) increases the risk of 
complication development by 2.1 times: OR is 2,15 (95% CI 
1,224 – 5,183), р=0,014. The timely arrival of an emergency 
care team reduces the chances of complications from car-
dio-intervention by 55%: OR is 0,453 (95% CI 0,255 – 0,806), 
р=0,008. Established diagnosis – STEMI increases the risk 
of complications after intervention by 2.2 times: OR is 2,284 
(95% CI 1,022 – 5,103) р=0,027. According to the calcula-
tions, concomitant diabetes mellitus is extremely dangerous 
in the aspect of complications – it increases the risk after 
cardio-interventional complications by 84 times: OR is 84,2 
(95% CI 45,1 – 157,2) р=0,001. The presence of concomitant 

Table 3. Distribution of patients who died after cardiac intervention (by risk factors, respectively)

Risk factor

Patients with 
complications

abs. (%)
n=20 (6,3)

Patients with 
improvement

abs. (%)
n=296 (65,8)

Odds ratio
(95% CI) p

Winter 0 88 (29,7) 1,1  
(1,053-1,141) 0,002

Spring 6 (30,0) 58 (19,6) 1,759
(0,648-4,773) 0,258

Summer 6 (30,0) 44 (14,9) 2,455
(0,895-6,729) 0,105

Autumn 8 (40,0) 106 (353,8) 1,195
(0,474-3,015) 0,811

Man 14 (70) 222 (75,0) 1,759
(0,6484-4,773) 0,253

Woman 6 (30,0) 74 (25,0)

Age over 50 years 20 (100) 248 (83,8) 0,925
(0,894-0,957) 0,033

Age over 70 years 12 (21,4) 44 (14,9) 8,591
(3,322-4,218) 0,000

Place of residence: another region 6 (30,0) 134 (45,3) 0,518
(0,194-1,385) 0,136

Place of residence: Poltava 14 (30,0) 162 (54,7)

DS: Subsequent myocardial 
infarction of unspecified site

16 (80,0) 64 (21,6) 14,500
(4,684-14,890) 0,001

Time from the onset of symptoms 
to a emergency call  

(more than 120 minutes)
8 (40,0) 64 (21,6) 2,417

(0,947-6,165) 0,058

Emergency arrival time  
(up to 10 minutes in Poltava,  
up to 20 minutes in regions)

18 (90) 208 (25,7) 35,4
(7,993-156,775) 0,089

Start time of PCI after ECG withdrawal  
(more than 120 minutes) 4 140 0,279

(0,091-0,853) 0,014

DS: STEMI 20 (100) 266 (89,9) 0,930
(0,901-0,906) 0,127

DS: NSTEMI 0 30 (10,1)

Diabetes mellitus 17 (85,0) 23 (7,8) 67,261
(18,348-46-567) 0,001
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renal pathology increases the risk of complications by 4.9 
times: OR is 4,93 (95% CI 3,144 – 7,741) р=0,001. Smoking is 
extremely dangerous for the development of complications – 
smokers have a 19.6-fold increased risk of complications: OR 
is 19,674 (95% CI 10,6 – 36,4) р=0,001. A similar pattern is 
also observed for patients with a high BMI, which increases 
the risk of complications by 26.7 times: OR is 26,754 (95% CI 
15,572 – 45,96), р=0,001. A significant influence of the type 
of treatment of AMI (stenting, conservative therapy) on the 
development of complications has been identified.

In determining of the risk factors that affect the mortality 
rate of patients with AMI, it was found that the risk of death 
higher in people older than 70 years in 8?5 times: OR = 8,591 
(95% CI 3,322 – 4,218), р=0,001; in those who have repeat-
ed myocardial infarction of another specified localization 
in 14 times: OR =14,500 (95%CI 4,684 – 14,890) р=0,001; 
anamnesis of diabetes mellitus increase risk of death in 67 
times: OR = 67, 261 (95%CI 18,348 – 46-567), р=0,001. The 
fact that the start time of PCI after ECG withdrawal (more 
than 120 minutes) reduces the risk may indicate that not all 
patients admitted to the hospital do PCI (Tab. III).

Based on the data obtained, one can speak of a diagnostic 
model of risk factors for early complications of AMI after car-
dio-intervention treatment. Finding that the timely transporta-
tion of a patient with GIM by ambulance forces is a significant 
factor, we investigated what additional factors would affect the 
untimely delivery of a patient to a tertiary level of health care 
system. To determine the factors that influence the early com-
plication of AMI after cardio-intervention treatment, the Cox 
regression equation included predictors that were significant in 
determining of OR: season, age over 70 years, male gender, ECG 
diagnosis – STEMI, presence of diabetes mellitus, anamnesis 
of atrial hypertension, renal pathology, smoking, high BMI. 
Using of the regression analysis, we determined the factors that 
affect the early complication of AMI with cardio-intervention 
treatment (with timely arrival of the emergency). 

According to the data analysis, 276 observations were 
identified as censored. This is the time of arrival of the 

ambulance, which was more than 10 minutes in the city of 
Poltava or more than 20 minutes in the districts. 

Table 4 shows the model constructed by the likelihood 
ratio method. Thus, in the first step of the analysis the 
model includes the alternating season: winter, spring, 
summer, autumn; the second stage included: age over 70 
years, male gender, ECG diagnosis – STEMI, presence of 
diabetes mellitus, anamnesis of atrial hypertension, renal 
pathology, smoking, high BMI. 

We found significant relationships for cases of early 
complication of AMI in cardio-interventional treatment, 
as evidenced by predicted changes in risk when changing 
the value of the independent variable by one (Table IV).

In the first step of the study, the most significant variables 
were “summer” – exp (β) 0,596 (p = 0.005) and “autumn” – exp 
(β) 0.707 (p = 0.021) – where the relative risk of complication 
decreased by 41.4% with each minute those who received 
a third of the level of care in the summer and 29,3% in the 
autumn. Obviously, the risk of complications in the summer 
and autumn is reduced when arriving by ambulance up to 10 
minutes in the city and 20 minutes in the countryside, since 
the roads are better at this time than other seasons.

In the analysis of the second step of the equation, sig-
nificant factors were: ECG diagnosis (STEMI), which 
increased the risk of complications by 1,9 times – exp 
(β) 1,953 (p = 0,002); presence of diabetes mellitus by 
4,25 times – exp (β) 4,259 (p = 0.001); smoking by 2,98  
(p = 0.001) and high BMI by 2 times (p = 0,002). 

The estimates of the respective coefficients, as well as the 
graphs constructed for the mean values of the independent 
variables, are shown in Fig. 2, 3.

Each point and segment on the survival curve indicated 
the probability that the patient was in a higher risk zone of 
getting early complications of AMI with cardio-interven-
tional treatment with each minute of delayed ambulance 
arrival. After 10 minutes there is a sharp increase in relative 
risk, which stops for 20 minutes, after which the number 
of patients who will have complications increases.

Table 4. Risk factors affecting the early complication of AMI with cardio-intervention and late arrival of ambulance

STEP №№ Prognostic factor Coef. B Stand. 
deviation Wald. df Sig. Exp (β)

Step 1

Season 10,731 3 0,013

Winter 0,044 0,158 0,079 1 0,779 1,045

Spring -0,235 0,175 1,798 1 0,180 0,791

Summer -0,517 0,183 7,972 1 0,005 0,596

Autumn -0,347 0,151 5,311 1 0,021 0,707

Step 2

Age over 70 years -0,106 0,113 0,894 1 0,345 0,899

ECG diagnosis - STEMI 0,669 0,212 9,935 1 0,002 1,953

Diabetes mellitus 1,449 0,296 23,983 1 0,000 4,259

Anamnesis of atrial 
hypertension 0,148 0,198 0,562 1 0,453 1,160

Renal pathology 0,215 0,188 1,313 1 0,252 1,240

Smoking 1,095 0,293 13,986 1 0,000 2,988

High BMI 0,726 0,239 9,218 1 0,002 2,066
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Factors that reduce the chances of their occurrence: in 
men, the risk of complications of cardio-interventional 
treatment in 35% lower: OR = 0,655 (95% CI 0,426 – 
0.972) p = 0,024; over the age of 70, the chances of getting 
complications are reduced by 50%: OR = 0,508 (95% CI 
0,261 – 0,987), р=0,050; the timely arrival of an emergency 
medical team reduces the chances of complications from 
cardiovascular intervention by 55%: OR = 0,453 (95% CI 
0,255 – 0,806), р=0,008.

Risk factors have been identified that affect the mortality 
of patients with AMI. The factors that increase the chances 
of their occurrence were: age over 70 years – OR = 8,591 
(95% CI 3,322-4,218) р=0,001; subsequent myocardial 
infarction of unspecified site: OR=14,500 (95% CI 4,684-

CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the conducted research, the risk factors for 
early complications of AIM with cardio-interventional 
treatment were identified. Thus, the factors that increase 
the chances of their occurrence were: summer time of year: 
OR = 8,052 (95% CI 4,305 – 0,232), (p <0.001); recurrent 
myocardial infarction of another specified localization 
(ICD code: 122.8): OR = 2,15 (95% CI 1,224 – 5.183),  
p = 0,014; the relevance of the established STEMI diagno-
sis: OR = 2,284 (95% CI 1,022-5,103) p = 0,027; diabetes 
mellitus: OR = 84,2 (95% CI 45,1-157,2) р=0,001; renal 
pathology: OR = 4,93 (95% CI 3,144-7,741) р=0,001; 
smoking: OR = 19,674 (95% CI 10,6-36,4) р=0,001; high 
rete of BMI: OR = 26,754 (95% CI 15,572-45,96), р=0,001.

Fig. 2.  Dependence of occurrence of early 
complications of AIM with cardio-interventional 
treatment for mean values of ambulance arrival 
covariates

Fig. 3. Risk function of early complications of AIM with 
cardiointerventional treatment for the mean values of 
ambulance time of arrival covariates. 
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14,890), р=0,001; diabetes mellitus – OR = 67, 261 (95% 
CI 18,348-46-567), р=0,001.

Using of a Cox regression analysis, it was proved that the 
cumulative risk of early complications of AMI with car-
dio-intervention treatment increased from the 10th minute 
of ambulance arrival at place, when ECG diagnosis (STEMI), 
which increased the risk of complications by 1,9 times – 
exp (β) 1,953 (p = 0,002); presence of diabetes mellitus by  
4,25 times – exp (β) 4,259 (p = 0.001); smoking by 2,98  
(p = 0.001) and high BMI by 2 times (p = 0,002).
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